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Mysteries for Today (and Tomorrow)

The Case of the Spooky Séance
Dr. Ruth Zechsheimer and Sheik Sneak-a-Peek (among others) attended a séance with Madame Gaze just hours
before the Madame’s murder. And now her diary is missing. What an unpredictable turn of events!

DEATH BENEATH THE SPHINX
The Egyptian sun, palm trees, and pyramids mingle with international finance, mummies, death curses, and
smuggled treasures. Word has spread of a new find! But the archaeologist seems to be missing …

Fitness Can Be Murder
News flash! The steam room of the PUMP ‘N’ PRESS Fitness Center is now a crime scene. Owner Billy Ray
Harper was found inside, boiled to death, trapped like a weasel in a kettle. Prime bodies, a prime time movie
star deal … prime suspects.

For the Love o’ Pete
Sawyer Bucks had a fortune at stake with his new 3-year old named “The Love o’ Pete.” But at a recent
preliminary race, Sawyer was found dead in his private skybox. Traces of a horse tranquilizer were found in his
nearly empty glass of mint julep. Calling all reporters: trace the people who were seen going into and out of
his skybox and in what order to find Sawyer’s killer.

Funeral for a Clown
Peanut the Clown was everyone’s favorite of the Beasley Traveling Circus. His Grand Finale stunt was being
shot live out of a cannon. But last week someone sabotaged the safety net, and instead of bouncing into the
center ring, he plunged to his death. Who tricked the clown? And why? Apparently, he wasn’t everyone’s
favorite.
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The Garden of Poisonous Delights
The Chief Botanist was unaware of the fatal ingredients in his last meal: a garden salad with poppyseed
dressing. Follow TV personality Okra Wintree as she uncovers the hidden truth that poisoned Shade E.
Borders.

High Stakes Hotel
The Hotel CEO was about to announce a $10 million profit in its first year of business, but was a no-show at the
gala celebration. His eldest son lost a bet on a boxing match and now owes the Nevada Mob half a “Mil.” The
Chef, the Concierge, the House Doc, and the Boxing Star are all Prime Suspects. Remember, what happens in
Vegas . . . DIES in Vegas!

The Last Voyage
The engagement cruise on the party yacht took a dive when someone started leaking secrets. The Captain went
down but not with the ship! Who will Gale Storm land next? Or has Ty Tannick sunk to a new low?

Na$hville Night$
Sweeter than a mint julep! Saying “No” to the University that Vander built has cost elderly widow Fannie Mae
Bond millions of dollars . . . and her life! Channel 6 News investigator Jody Riggs follows the trail that leads to
country music, professional golf, Elvis, and thoroughbred huntin’ dogs to find out who is “Dead on the Money.”

Oscar Madness
Everyone in Hollywood is buzzing about tonight’s Oscar ceremony. Moments after Hearta Stone won for Lead
Actress in Whatever Happened to Baby Ruth?, her loser, has-been husband smacked her in the face on stage, and later,
while on his way to the Governor’s Ball, was run down by a black limousine. Duh . . . who in Hollywood does
not drive a black limo? Fashion critic Joan Waters investigates the Red Carpet celebrities to see who is “mad
about Oscar.”
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Rescue Mission in Space
Once upon a time . . . far, far away, a Black Hole suddenly appeared and threatened to swallow up the beautiful
blue planet Azuria. A leading female scientist believed she could destroy the Black Hole. But she has been
poisoned, and now that chance is gone. Politicians are planning an evacuation - - to a rival planet! And now
the Chancellor is also missing! Has she been kidnapped? What in the Milky Way is going on?
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